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ABSTRACT

Variety of degradation mechanisms affecting steam generator tubes makes steam generators
as one of the critical components in the nuclear power plants. Depending of their nature,
degradation mechanisms cause different types of damages. It requires performance of
extensive integrity analysis in order to assess various conditions of crack behavior under
operating and accidental conditions. Development and application of advanced eddy current
techniques for steam generator examination provide good characterization of found damages.
Damage characteristics (shape, orientation and dimensions) may be defined and used for
further evaluation of damage influence on tube integrity. In comparison with experimental
and analytical methods, numerical methods are also efficient tools for integrity assessment.
Application of finite element methods provides relatively simple modeling of different type of
damages and simulation of various operating conditions. The stress and strain analysis may be
performed for elastic and elasto-plastic state with good ability for visual presentation of
results. Furthermore, the fracture mechanics parameters may be calculated. Results obtained
by numerical analysis supplemented with experimental results are the base for definition of
alternative plugging criteria which may significantly reduce the number of plugged tubes.

/. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide experience has shown that steam generator is one of critical components in
nuclear power plant. Degradation mechanisms acting on SG tubes causes appearance and
growth of damages which can results in unplanned shutdowns (due to primary-to-secondary
leakage over certain limit), extended maintenance and even replacement of steam generator.
To avoid or,_at least prolong, such situations, the degradation mechanisms processes should
be well understood. Extensive research works have been done on damaged tubes pulled from
operating steam generators. They provide valuable insight in character and morphology of
defects. Steam generator operation has experienced several types of degradation mechanisms
that can be divided, depending of their nature, as follows:

Mechanical Degradation Mechanisms

> Wear - volumetric removal of material caused by the mechanical action of one material in
contact with another;

> Fatigue - corrosion fatigue caused by alternating stress cycles produced by tube vibration;
> Impingement - form of erosion (material loss) caused by suspended solids and/or liquid

droplets hitting a surface.
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Chemical Degradation Mechanisms

> IGA/SCC (intergranular alack /stress corrosion cracking) - degradation occurring under
symbiotic actions of a susceptible material, corrosive environment and stress;

> Pitting - corrosion process driven by local galvanic differences in the tubing;
> Thinning - volumetric loss of tube material manifested as surface attack which proceeds

by the dissolution of the tube material;
> PWSCC (primary water stress corrosion cracking) - stress corrosion cracking that occurs

on the tube primary side.

Depending of nature of degradation mechanism different shapes of damages appear on steam
generator tubes. Considering morphology, the defect may be recognized as:
• cracks (IGA/SCC, PWSCC),
• volumetric loss of material (wear, thinning) or
• mixed defect (pitting).

This classification is important from the analytical point of view, because depending of type
of defect the most suitable method for evaluating structural integrity for damaged tube has to
be used.

2. EDDY CURRENT EXAMINA TION OF STEAM GENERA TOR TUBES

Steam generator tubing condition has to be monitored permanently through the performance
of nondestructive examination. The most appropriate method, in respect of time and quality,
for examination of steam generator tubes is eddy current method. Variety of degradation
mechanisms requires advanced eddy current techniques to be applied in order to assure
reliable detecting and sizing of defects. Considering nature of degradation mechanisms, the
different eddy current techniques are applied for examination of specific zones. Standard
examination considers application of bobbin probe technique which gives data about volume
and percentage of tube wall loss (Figure la). Bobbin probe differential technique is capable of
reliable detecting and sizing defects caused by IGA/SCC, pitting, thinning and impingement.
For defects caused by wear additional calibration standards has to be used and evaluated by
absolute bobbin coil technique where tube wall loss is defined by voltage of indication. The
regions of tubes where bobbin probe does not give satisfactory results (geometrical changes)
should be examined by rotating probe technique. Indications in transition zone, formed as a
cracks due to IGA/SCC or PWSCC, are additionally examined by rotating probe and
evaluated to obtain data about flaw length (Figure 1b). Also, to obtain more data about
damage, indications found by bobbin probe are examined by rotating probe to collect
additional information about shape, length and width of defects (Figure lc).

In practice, EC inspection of SG is complex activity which considers application of several
examination techniques for particular degradation mechanisms in specific zones of steam
generator. Well defined strategy for steam generator inspection may significantly reduce the
time of inspection and simultaneously contribute to its safe and reliable operation.
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Figure la) Bobbin probe signal -measurement of depth and volume of defect
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Figure lb) Rotating probe - CrackMap - measurement of length and orientation of defect

Figure lc) Rotating probe - measurement of shape, length and width of defect
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3. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF STEAM GENERA TOR TUBES

Damages found on SG tubes may progress to a point where tube rupture may occur and
subsequent primary-to-secondary leakage. Influence of found damage on structural integrity of
SG tube has to be evaluated to prevent such possibility. It can be performed by application of:
> analytical method;
> experimental method;
> numerical method.
Analytical methods may be accurately applied only for simple type of defects such as uniform
thinning of material. Experimental methods provide relevant information about crack
parameters under various conditions using special complex testing facilities. Numerical
methods provide in depth evaluation of various crack behaviors under different conditions.

a Analytical methods

Application of analytical expressions provides very quick assessment of tube integrity in the
case of uniform thinning. Integrity of tube with this type of defect may be determined by
formula defining circumferential stress which should not exceed flow stress for given
material:

ru
cr, = p-y<k(oy+ ou) = Of

where t wall thickness ru internal radius
ay yield stress au ultimate strength
p internal pressure k -0.5 for SG tubes material

On the basis of experimental results some empirical expressions may be used in conjunction
with previous formulas to evaluate basic flaw shapes such as axial or circumferential cracks.

Calculation model for axial cracks is derived from plate theory applied on pipe by taking in
account so called "bulging effect" because of bulging which occurs in vicinity of crack. This
effect has been approved by many experiments and evaluated to obtain valid empirical
expression. If axial crack exists, the tube rupture is defined by expression:

fn<Ji —k (oy + o~u)

where m =f(a,r,t) -bulging factor 2a flaw length

This formula provides determination of critical pressure for a given defect length or critical
crack length for a given pressure.

Calculation model for circumferential cracks is derived from "net section stress" theory. It can
be formalized on the similar way as for axial cracks. Tube rupture will occur if:

nax =k (<7y + CJU)

where n - shape factor, « = : a - half opening angle
,sma a.^ )

a Experimental methods

The best way to determine real behavior of damaged tubes and to assess possibility of tube
rupture is performance of burst pressure test. It considers loading of damaged tube with
internal pressure up to the tube bursting. Each particular type of defect, or tube geometry,
requires additional experiments to be performed. The main disadvantage of this method is that
valuable data required for one particular empirical expression may be obtained by statistical
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evaluation of numerous test results. It means that many different specimens with defects of
different sizes have to be included in scope of experiment. Burst tests are performed on:
a) undamaged tubes;

b) damaged tubes with different types of defects:

> artificial machined defects;

> artificial corrosion defects;

> real defects on pulled tubes.
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Figure 2. Burst pressure for a)artificial and b) corrosion flaws

The best source of data are damaged tubes removed from operating steam generators which
are rarely available. Therefore, tests are performed on specimens with different flaw shapes of
various sizes made by machining, electrical discharge machining or in some cases with
artificial corrosion. Great number of specimens and their complex manufacturing, as well as
sophisticated technology of experiment performance cause that experimental methods are
very expensive and require long time period for performance.

• Numerical methods

Besides analytical and experimental methods, the numerical methods are also powerful tool
for integrity analysis of damaged tubes. They provide analysis of the behavior of damaged
tubes under normal and accidental operation conditions with simulation of many different
shapes of flaws. The most common methods are Finite Element Method (FEM) based on
discretization of continuum in finite elements.

The main advantages of finite element method are:
> different shapes of cracks may be modeled;
> different operating and accidental conditions in SG may be simulated (pressures,

temperatures, vibrations ...);
> great visual presentation of results.

4. APPLICATION OF FEM FOR TUBE INTEGRITY EVALUATION

Application of finite element method requires preparation of appropriate model which
represents the real situation. Knowledge gained through the metalography of pulled tubes in
conjunction with results of advanced EC examination, provide good characterization of
shapes of found damages which may be used for model preparation. Prepared model is than
subjected to different operation conditions (internal and/or external pressure, temperature,
vibrations...) in order to simulate all operation conditions as well as different type of
accidental situations.
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a Fracture Mechanics Parameters Calculation

Besides uniform volumetric loss of material which can be simply assessed by accurate
analytical expressions, numerical methods provides modeling of different shapes of cracks,
that can be found on SG tubes (axial, circumferential, slanted, parallel and others). The
simplest model of crack is 2D model of infinite tube with infinite long axial crack (Figure 3)
which depth varies (expressed as % of tube wall thickness). This is too conservative approach
for application on steam generator tubes, but it simulates limited situation. In practice, such
situation is possible during manufacturing tubes with long welds.

Figure 3. 2D tube model
with axial crack

% of
tube wall\

As a results of FEM calculation, stress and strain fields are defined for the model which can
be subsequently used for calculation of fracture mechanics parameters such as K (stress
intensity factor) or /-integral (Figure 4). Since the steam generator tubes are relatively thin
and tube material is very ductile J-integral calculated on results of elasto-plastic analysis,
provides better assessment of critical condition of tube with the crack.

100 40 80 100

Figure 4. K and J-integral for 2D model with axial crack of various depth

The main advantage of numerical methods is that different shapes of defects may be modeled
and calculated their influence on tube integrity under normal or accidental situations.
Influence of two parallel cracks may be seen on Figure 5.

Various shapes of defects may be simulated in 3D models. Such models of damaged tubes
represent more realistic situations and provide possibility for more accurate results of structural
integrity. Examples of slanted and paralel cracks on 3D models are given on Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Influence of two parallel cracks on J-integral

Figure 6. 3D analysis of different crack shapes: slanted and parallel cracks

a Bulging factor

As experiments show, during burst pressure tests on tubes with cracks, the local bulging
occurs in vicinity of crack. This effect has influence on stress level in that part of tubes. In
accordance with experimental results there are several expressions which represent this effect
expressed as bulging factor (Folias, Erdogen, Shultz ...). This factor, calculated by FEM,
matches very good with Shultz approximation as can be seen on Figure. (Experience shows
that Folias approximation is too conservative for SG tubes).
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Figure 7. Bulging factor by
different
approximations
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• Leak area calculation

Since, the results of FEM analysis include stress, as well as, strain distribution, the shape of
deformed crack can be calculated. Influence of temperature, as well as, yielding of material in
vicinity of crack tips may be included in calculation to obtain more representative value
(Figure. 8). Leakage through such obtained area has to be subsequently corrected taking into
account many factors such as irregularity of real crack shape, edge influence and others.
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Figure 8. Model for leak area calculation and shapes of crack (for elastic, elasto-plastic
calculation and with influence of operation temperature).

5. CONCLUSION

Due to action of different types of degradation mechanisms steam generator tubes integrity is
of prime importance for reliable operation of nuclear power plant. Monitoring of the steam
generator condition has to be performed through the permanent eddy current examination.
Application of advanced EC techniques is prerequisite for reliable detection of damage
appearance, as well as, timely performance of appropriate corrective actions. For the
assessment of damage influence on tube integrity analytical, experimental and numerical
methods may be used. Since the analytical methods are applicable only for simpler cases, and
experimental methods are very expensive, the numerical method seems to be very efficient
tool for integrity assessment. Application of finite element method provides great possibility
for modeling different flaw shapes and simulation of various operating conditions. Obtained
results give valuable data, which in conjunction with experimental methods, provides good
base for definition of plugging criteria, as well as tube rupture risk calculation.
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